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Here I Stay Dec 25 2019 Here I Stay is
another example of the spine-tingling yet
charming talent of Barbara Michaels--released
to coincide with the November publication of
Michaels' Search the Shadows. "Subtle,
comprehensive, and breathtakingly, terrifyingly
real. I loved it".--Romantic Times. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Children of the Storm Jul 24 2022 The Great
War has ended at last. No longer must
archaeologist Amelia Peabody and her husband,
Emerson, the distinguished Egyptologist, fear
for the life of their daring son, Ramses, now
free from his dangerous wartime obligations to
British Intelligence. But in the aftermath of
conflict, evil still casts a cold shadow over
violence-scarred Egypt. The theft of valuable
antiquities from the home of a friend causes
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great concern in the Emerson household.
Ramses’s strange encounter with a woman
costumed in the veil and gold crown of the
goddess Hathor only deepens the mystery. And
the brutal death of the suspected thief washes
the unsettling affair in blood—setting Amelia on
a terrifying collision course with an adversary
more fiendish and formidable than any she has
ever encountered.
Words on Cassette Nov 23 2019
Lion in the Valley Jan 06 2021 The 1895-96
season promises to be an exceptional one for
Egyptologist Amelia Peabody, her dashing
husband, and their son Ramses. But Ramses is
abducted, and Amelia's arch-enemy, the Master
Criminal, is on the hunt for the ultimate prize.
The Golden One Sep 21 2019 Mystery fiction.
Detective and mystery stories. Risking winter
storms and German torpedoes, the Emersons
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are heading for Egypt once again: Amelia,
Emerson, their son Ramses and his wife Nefret.
Emerson is counting on a long season of
excavation without distractions but this proves
to be a forlorn hope. Yet again they unearth a
dead body in a looted tomb not a mummified
one though, this one is only too fresh, and it
leads the clan on a search for the man who has
threatened them with death if they pursue the
excavations. If that wasnt distraction enough,
Nefret reveals a secret she has kept hidden:
there is reason to believe that Sethos, master
criminal and spy may be helping the enemy. Its
up to the Emersons to find out, and either prove
his innocence or prevent him from betraying
Britains plans to take Jerusalem and win the
war in the Middle East.
The Hippopotamus Pool Oct 27 2022 A
masked stranger offers to reveal an Egyptian
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queen's lost tomb...and Amelia Peabody and her
irascible archeologist husband, Radcliffe
Emerson, are intrigued, to say the least. When
the guide mysteriously disappears before he
tells his secret, the husband-and-wife team sail
to Thebes to follow his trail, helped-and
hampered-by their teenage son, Ramses, and
beautiful ward, Nefret. But before the sands of
time shift very far, all will be risking their lives
foiling murderers, kidnappers, grave robbers,
and ancient curses. And the Hippopotamus
Pool? It's a legend of war and wits that Amelia
is translating, one that alerts her to a hippo of a
different type-a nefarious, overweight art
dealer who may become her next archenemy!
Lion in the Valley Dec 17 2021 The 1895-96
season promises to be an exceptional one for
Amelia Peabody, her dashing Egyptologist
husband, Emerson, and their wild and
precocious eight-year-old son, Ramses. The
much-coveted burial chamber of the Black
Pyramid in Dahshoor is theirs for the digging.
But there is a great evil in the wind that roils
the hot sands sweeping through the bustling
streets and marketplaces of Cairo. The brazen
moonlight abduction of Ramses—and an
expedition subsequently cursed by misfortune
and death—have alerted Amelia to the likely
presence of her arch nemesis the Master
Criminal, notorious looter of the living and the
dead. But it is far more than ill-gotten riches
that motivates the evil genius this time around.
For now the most valuable and elusive prize of
all is nearly in his grasp: the meddling lady
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archaeologist who has sworn to deliver him to
justice . . . Amelia Peabody!
The Deeds of the Disturber Jul 12 2021
Amerlia Peabody, her sexy archaeologist
husband Emerson, and their precocious son
Ramses find themselves caught up in an
intrigue at the British Museum that includes a
haunted mummy case, supernatural curses, and
a lunatic murderer
Tod auf dem Tempelberg Mar 28 2020
Lord of the Silent Jun 11 2021 Elizabeth
Peters' follow-up to 'Thunder in the Sky' is full
to the brim with danger, intrigue and wit.
Risking life, limb and her second-best hat, the
intrepid Egyptologist Amelia Peabody and her
son Emerson embark on another investigation.
Die Schlange, das Krokodil und der Tod Nov 16
2021
The Curse of the Pharaohs Sep 26 2022 The
witty, indefatigable Amelia Peabody--now
married to the woman-hating archaeologist
Radcliffe Emerson-eludes the villains and solves
three murders in this adventure set among the
archaeological digs in the Valley of the Kings
Guardian of the Horizon Jun 23 2022 Banned
from the Valley of the Kings, Amelia Peabody
and her distinguished husband have returned to
England with their 19-year-old son Ramses and
their foster daughter, Nefret. Ramses is
secretly in love with Nefret and plans to flee to
Germany to avoid temptation. Then a
mysterious visitor changes the plan for the
whole family. Set in the Sudan, this is another
exciting adventure which follows the Peabody
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family as they confront all the forces against
them armed only with a crumbling map and an
important letter...
Seeing a Large Cat Apr 21 2022 It's 1903 in
Cairo, and Amelia dreams of a large Egyptian
cat, a sign of good luck. But the luck turns
when she and Emerson, who are set to dig in
the Valley of the Kings, receive an ominous
warning: "Stay away from tomb Twenty-A!"
More trouble brews as Ramses and Nefret,
unknown to their parents, begin to sneak about
to help an American who believes she's being
stalked. When tomb Twenty-A reveals a mummy
wearing silk unmentionables, Amelia is trapped
in a labyrinth of murder, passion and deceit.
The Snake, the Crocodile, and the Dog May 10
2021 With Nefret, now a ward of Amelia and
Emerson, and Ramses at home pursuing their
studies, the couple returns to Amarna in 1898
for a dig that promises to be just like old times.
The trip turns out to be more like old times
than they plan, however, when they become the
targets of a Master Criminal's evil plot.
Emerson is kidnapped, and Amelia rescues him
to discover that he has lost his memory.
Tantalizingly close to her most important
discovery yet, a tomb that may have been
Nefertiti's, Amelia needs to turn her attention
to regaining her husband's love.
Denn du sollst sterben Oct 03 2020 Lower
Slaughter ist ein malerisches Dorf in den
Cotswolds. Dorthin ist Detective
Superintendent Duncan Kincaid privat
unterwegs, als er in einen schweren Unfall
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verwickelt wird: Kincaid wird verletzt, die
Fahrerin des anderen Wagens, Nell Greene,
und ihr Beifahrer Fergus O'Reilly überleben die
Kollision nicht. Wie sich bald herausstellt,
kannten sich Nell und O'Reilly gar nicht, hatten
aber beide kurz vor dem Unglück im Pub von
Viv Holland gegessen – der Chefköchin, zu
deren Benefizessen am Wochenende Kincaid
und James eingeladen sind. Der Fall wird
immer rätselhafter, denn die Untersuchung
ergibt, dass O'Reilly bereits vor dem Unfall tot
war ... Der neue Fall aus der Bestseller-Serie
um Duncan Kincaid und Gemma James.
The Falcon at the Portal Dec 05 2020 A
mystery set in the year 1911. Amelia and her
family have arrived in Egypt for the
archaeological season and Amelia ends up
investigating thefts of ancient artifacts.
He Shall Thunder in the Sky Sep 02 2020
Amelia and Emerson Peabody travel to Egypt to
continue their archaeological work, but a
nationalist is stirring up trouble in the town
where they are working, and Amelia's nemesis,
Sethos, has apparently re-emerged.
Das Königsgrab Mar 08 2021
The Ape Who Guards the Balance Feb 07
2021 Prospects for the 1907 archaeological
season in Egypt are looking somewhat dull to
Amelia. As a result of Emerson's less-thandiplomatic behaviour, they have been demoted
to examining only the most boring tombs in the
Valley of the Kings - mere leftovers, really. And
then, in a seedy section of Cairo, the younger
members of the Peabody Emerson clan
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purchase a mintcondition papyrus of the famed
Book of the Dead, the collection of magical
spells and prayers designed to ward off the
perils of the underworld and lead the deceased
into everlasting life. But for as long as there
have been graves, there have also been grave
robbers - and so begins a new adventure into
antiquity. The season rapidly switches from dull
to deadly as Amelia strives to untangle a web
woven of criminals and cults, stolen treasures
and fallen women - all the while under the
unblinking eye of a ruthless, remorseless killer.
Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction
2007 Jun 30 2020
Elizabeth Palmer Peabody Jul 20 2019 This is
the first full-length biography of Elizabeth
Palmer Peabody, one of the three notable
Peabody sisters of Salem, Massachusetts, and
sister-in-law of Nathaniel Hawthorne and
Horace Mann. In elegant prose it traces the
intricate private life and extraordinary career of
one of nineteenth-century America's most
important Transcendental writers and
educational reformers. Yet Peabody has also
been one of the most scandalously neglected
and caricatured female intellectuals in
American history. Bruce Ronda has recaptured
Peabody from anecdotal history and even bluestocking portrayals in film--most recently by
Jessica Tandy in Henry James's The Bostonians.
Peabody was a reformer devoted to education
in the broadest, and yet most practical, senses.
She saw the classroom as mediating between
the needs of the individual and the claims of
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society. She taught in her own private schools
and was an assistant in Bronson Alcott's
Temple School. In her contacts with Ralph
Waldo Emerson's Transcendental circle in the
1830s, and as publisher of the famous Dial and
other imprints, she took a mediating position
once more, claiming the need for historical
knowledge to balance the movement's stress on
individual intuition. She championed
antislavery, European liberal revolutions,
Spiritualism, and, in her last years, the Paiute
Indians. She was, as Theodore Parker described
her, the Boswell of her age.
Im Tal der Sphinx Oct 15 2021 Während einer
Ausgrabungstour in Ägypten versuchen
Unbekannte, den Sohn der Archäologin und
Hobby-Detektivin Amelia Peabody zu entführen.
Die Fälscherin Apr 28 2020 Das
Lazariterspital in Jerusalem ist die Hölle, in
welche die Aussätzigen verbannt sind. Auch für
die junge Blanka endet der Zweite Kreuzzug
hier. Sie wird zum Sterben zurückgelassen.
Jahre später, wieder in Bayern, ist Blanka
geheilt. Als ihr Vater erkrankt und Blanka ihr
Erbe zu verlieren droht, muss sie im Krieg der
beiden größten Mächte des Mittelalters Partei
ergreifen. Um ihre Familie und ihren Herrn zu
schützen, fälscht sie im Auftrag Ottos von
Freising Urkunden. So wird sie zur heimlichen
Kämpferin gegen die aufstrebenden
Wittelsbacher. Bis sie sich in Ortolf verliebt,
den gefährlichsten Ritter ihrer Feinde.
Crocodile on the Sandbank May 22 2022
Archaeologist and amateur detective Amelia
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Peabody must interrupt her dig in Egypt to
unravel a plot against her travelling companion,
who has a tainted past.
Tomb of the Golden Bird Aug 25 2022 Banned
forever from the eastern end of the Valley of
the Kings, eminent Egyptologist Radcliffe
Emerson's desperate attempt to regain digging
rights backfires—and his dream of unearthing
the tomb of the little-known king Tutankhamon
is dashed. Now Emerson, his archaeologist
wife, Amelia Peabody, and their family must
watch from the sidelines as Lord Carnarvon and
Howard Carter "discover" the greatest Egyptian
treasure of all time. But the Emersons' own less
impressive excavations are interrupted when
father and son Ramses are lured into a trap by
a strange group of villains ominously
demanding answers to a question neither man
comprehends. And it will fall to the everintrepid Amelia to protect her endangered
family—and perhaps her nemesis as well—from
a devastating truth hidden uncomfortably close
to home . . . and from a nefarious plot that
threatens the peace of the entire region.
Die for Love Aug 01 2020 Jacqueline Kirby
attends a New York writers' conference and
finds herself in the midst of a murder mystery
and romantic entanglements
Die sieben Tode der Evelyn Hardcastle May
30 2020 Maskenball auf dem Anwesen der
Familie Hardcastle. Am Ende des Abends wird
Evelyn, die Tochter des Hauses, sterben. Und
das nicht nur ein Mal. Tag für Tag wird sich ihr
mysteriöser Tod wiederholen – so lange, bis der
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Mörder endlich gefasst ist. Familie Hardcastle
lädt zu einem Ball auf ihr Anwesen Blackheath.
Alle Gäste amüsieren sich, bis ein fataler
Pistolenschuss die ausgelassene Feier beendet.
Evelyn Hardcastle, die Tochter des Hauses,
wird tot aufgefunden. Unter den Gästen
befindet sich jemand, der mehr über diesen Tod
weiß, denn am selben Tag hat Aiden Bishop
eine seltsame Nachricht erreicht: »Heute
Abend wird jemand ermordet werden. Es wird
nicht wie ein Mord aussehen, und man wird den
Mörder daher nicht fassen. Bereinigen Sie
dieses Unrecht, und ich zeige Ihnen den Weg
hinaus.« Tatsächlich wird Evelyn nicht nur ein
Mal sterben. Bis der Mörder entlarvt ist,
wiederholt sich der dramatische Tag in
Endlosschleife. Doch damit nicht genug: Immer,
wenn ein neuer Tag anbricht, erwacht Aiden im
Körper eines anderen Gastes und muss das
Geflecht aus Feind und Freund neu entwirren.
Jemand will ihn mit allen Mitteln davon
abhalten, Blackheath jemals wieder zu
verlassen. Stimmen zum Buch »Stellen Sie sich
darauf ein, dass dieses Buch Sie völlig umhauen
wird ... ein berauschendes Verwirrspiel und
ausgesprochen originelles Leseerlebnis.« Daily
Express »Komplex, faszinierend und
verblüffend ... Ein erstaunlich ausgefeiltes
Debüt.« The Times »Was für ein Vergnügen,
sich von diesem Buch in die Irre führen zu
lassen.« Guardian »Dieses Buch verdient es, ein
echter Hit zu werden ... Unvergleichlich
unterhaltsam und spannend.« Sunday Express
Der Fluch des Pharaonengrabes Jan 18 2022
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Das Jahr der Hyänen Nov 04 2020
Thunder in the Sky Oct 23 2019 It is 1914 and
Amelia Peabody and her husband Emerson are
back in Egypt for another season of
archaeological excavation. But this year a new
menace hangs over the dig: rumblings of war
abound in Europe while over in the East,
Turkish and German forces are massing for an
attack on the Suez Canal.
Der Herr der Schweigenden Aug 21 2019
The Serpent on the Crown Aug 13 2021
Elizabeth Peters is a prolific and successful
novelist with over fifty novels to her credit. She
is internationally renowned for her mystery
stories, especially those featuring indomitable
heroine Amelia Peabody. She lives in a historic
farmhouse in Frederick, Maryland, with six cats
and two dogs.
Verloren in der Wüstenstadt Jan 26 2020
Der Fluch des Falken Apr 09 2021
A River in the Sky Mar 20 2022 1910. Having
brought Egypt firmly under her thumb, Amelia
Peabody turns her attention to a harder
challenge: Palestine, a province of the
crumbling, corrupt Ottoman Empire and the
Holy Land of three religions. Hearing that
Morley, an English adventurer, has raised
money to mount an expedition to search for the
vanished treasures of the Temple in Jerusalem,
Emerson and Amelia are persuaded to go after
him in order to prevent a catastrophically inept
excavation and the possibility of armed protest
by the infuriated members of all three religions
who view the Dome of the Rock as sacred. The
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War Office is concerned about increasing
German influence in Palestine and insists that
Morley is secretly working for German
intelligence. Emerson doesn't believe it, but
could he be mistaken? In the meantime, their
son Ramses has been working on a dig at
Samaria, north of Jerusalem, where he
encounters an unusual party of travellers. One
is a female German archaeologist, and the
other a mysterious man of unknown nationality
and unknown past. Ramses's insatiable
curiosity leads him to a startling discovery
about the pair. He must now pass the
information on to his parents in Jerusalem - but
only if he can get there alive...
In the New England Fashion Feb 25 2020 In the
first half of the nineteenth century, rural New
England society underwent a radical
transformation as the traditional household
economy gave way to an encroaching market
culture. Drawing on a wide array of diaries,
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letters, and published writings by women in this
society, Catherine E. Kelly describes their
attempts to make sense of the changes in their
world by elaborating values connected to rural
life. In her hands, the narratives reveal the
dramatic ways female lives were reshaped
during the antebellum period and the women's
own contribution to those developments.
Equally important, she demonstrates how these
writings afford a fuller understanding of the
capitalist transformation of the countryside and
the origins of the Northern middle class.
Provincial women exalted rural life for its
republican simplicity while condemning that of
the city for its aristocratic pretension. The
idyllic nature of the former was ascribed to the
financial independence that the household
economy had long provided those in the
farming community. Kelly examines how the
juxtaposition of rural virtue to urban vice
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served as a cautionary defense against the new
realities of the capitalist market society. She
finds that women responded to the transition to
capitalism by upholding a set of values which
point toward the creation of a provincial
bourgeoisie.
The Last Camel Died at Noon Feb 19 2022 It's
true: the last camel is gone, leaving Amelia,
Emerson and Ramses to bake under the desert
sun in the winter of 1897. Armed with a
mysterious note and map, they have been
commissioned to locate a lost English aristocrat
and his wife, who disappeared over a decade
ago. In this tribute to H. Rider Haggard (King
Solomon's Mines), the family marches into the
desert where survival depends on solving a
mystery as old as Ancient Egypt, and where
they meet a young girl, Nefret, who will join
their family and change their lives forever.
Books Out Loud Jun 18 2019
Die Hüter von Luxor Sep 14 2021
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